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Data Camp Overview
● Tours of experiments and facilities

○ MINOS, D0, SIDET

● Talks by physicists

○ Don Lincoln, Chris Polly

● Data Analysis from CMS

○ Upsilon decay

○ W- boson decay 

● Quarknet Data Portfolio

○ Implementation of activities 
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D0 (Decommissioned Tevatron Detector)
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SIDET (Silicon Manufacturing Site)



15 Foot Bubble Chamber



Don Lincoln Talk
● Intro to Particle Physics Research

● Top Quark discovery at D0 (Fermilab)

● LHC at CERN

● Higgs Boson Discovery

● Videos



Chris Polly Talk
● Muon g-2 

○ Moved from BNL

○ g-2 is one of the most precise measurements in Physics

○ Could shed light on many topics such as supersymmetry and dark matter

● Mu2e

○ New facility being built 

○ Designed to observe super rare event of a muon turning into an electron



Upsilon Decay
Analyzed CMS data to determine invariant mass of the Upsilon (4S)



Upsilon Decay



W- Boson Decay



Claim
W boson has an Invariant Mass of approximately 80 GeV



The W Boson
● The Electroweak Theory predicted the charged W
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bosons in 1968; observed in 1983; very short half-life ≅ 3 x10

-25
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● The W bosons mediate neutrino absorption or emission by inducing electron or 

positron absorption or emission

●  W bosons are instrumental in β decay  
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Transverse Energy
Transverse energy: the effective “transverse component” of 

the Energy, which is perpendicular to the beam axis.

Assuming that the e- and antineutrino mass is negligible 

compared to the parent particle (W- boson), we can ignore 

these in calculations

Given data only on the missing transverse energy of the 

missing component (antineutrino), we can only calculate 

the transverse mass of the parent particle (W- boson)

Total Transverse Energy = Transverse Energy of Electron + 

Missing Transverse Energy (antineutrino)



Data

Equations



Transverse 
to 

Invariant

● Transverse Mass Misses “Z” Component.  Mass Value is Less & Histogram is 

Incomplete

● Look to Top End of Standard Deviation of Histogram, Where “Invariant” Peak is 

Expected



What CAN we figure out about the parent W particle?
 



Transverse Mass to Invariant Mass
A Look at the Z-boson to Ignore the z-direction



Transverse to 
Invariant Mass

Took at Look at Transverse vs Known mass of Z Boson

Invariant Mass of W Boson is ~ 80 GeV



Implementation Plan: Introductory resources
● http://www.particleadventure.org
● https://profmattstrassler.com/new-start-here/
● http://www.quantumdiaries.org/2010/02/14/lets-draw-feynman-diagams/
● http://home.cern/topics/large-hadron-collider
● https://indico.cern.ch/event/197461/contributions/1478917/attachments/290954/406673/CMS_4July2012_Final.pdf
● The Large Hadron Collider video
● The Standard Model video
● Feynman Diagrams video
● Quantum Electrodynamics video
● Intro to Higgs Field video
● Update: Discovery of a Higgs Boson video
● Quantum Field Theories video
● What is Supersymmetry? video
● Quantum Chromodynamics  video
● Particle Fever Video
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Implementation Plan: Quarknet Data Portfolio Activities
● Quark Workbench
● Rolling with Rutherford
● Making it Round the Bend
● Plotting LHC Discovery
● Calculate Z Mass
● Calculate Top Quark Mass
● Cosmic Rays and the Sun
● CMS Data Express
● CMS Masterclass
● CMS e-lab



Dr. Wilson’s defense of Research
SENATOR PASTORE. Is there anything connected in the hopes of this accelerator 

that in any way involves the security of the country?

DR. WILSON. No, sir; I do not believe so.  It only has to do with the respect with 

which we regard one another, the dignity of men, our love of culture. It has to do 

with those things.  It has nothing to do with the military.  Only from a long-range 

point of view, of a developing technology. Otherwise, it has to do with: Are we good 

painters, good sculptors, great poets? I mean all the things that we really venerate 

and honor in our country and are patriotic about.  In that sense, this new knowledge 

has all to do with honor and country but it has nothing to do directly with defending 

our country except to help make it worth defending.


